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UNSAFETY
A SEARCH FOR 
NEGATIVES





Failure, 1

Success, 9999

If we only look at failure…

Do we understand success?

Do we understand failure?

(Hollnagel, 2012)



UNDERSTANDING ‘ERROR’

Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken and very bright. She majored 
in philosophy. As a student, she was deeply concerned with issues of 
discrimination and social justice, and also participated in anti-nuclear 
demonstrations. 

Which is more probable?
1. Linda is a bank teller
2. Linda is a bank teller and is active in the feminist movement

There are two interpretations:
1. People are stupid
2. Making this error must make people more successful overall

(Kahneman, 2011; Gigerenzer, 2007)



SAFETY DIFFERENTLY

What is safety?

Where should we focus?

What’s the role of people?

Focus on 
work

People are the 
solution

Safety is 
the 

presence 
of positives



HOW IS SAFETY DEFINED?

(Bond & Hummerdal, 2013)

Safety is the capacity to be successful in varying conditions



WHERE SHOULD WE FOCUS?

Bureaucratic focus

Work focus

High Risk

Low Control

Low Risk

High Control

Workers

Supervisors
Safety Pros

Mid Management

Admin/Support Staff

C-suite

Regulator

Focus on improving the conditions of work



WHAT’S THE ROLE OF PEOPLE

People are a problem/hazard

The system is 
basically safe

People make it 
unsafe through 
deviations

We need more 
controls to limit 
variability

People are the solution

The system is 
basically unsafe

People create 
success (and 
safety) through their 
ability to adapt

We need to support 
them to make them 
more successful

or



A CHANGE IN PERSPECTIVE

Create the conditions 
that bring out the best in 
people…

And you get peoples’ 
best.



SUMMARY AND HOMEWORK

Safety is the presence of a capacity to be successful in varying conditions.
–Find out how your organization defines safety formally and informally.

– Identify how what you do enables performance (not just eliminates failure).

Focus on improving the conditions of work.
–Get out and learn what it takes to get work done.

– Improve work to improve ‘safety’.

People are the solution.
–Find and remove one part of your program that is based on distrust.

– Involve workers in helping solve the latest problem you’re working on.



WHAT YOU LOOK 
FOR CHANGES WHAT 
YOU SEE

WHICH CHANGES 
WHAT YOU DO
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